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Simple, Successful Garden Design 
 
I. Assemble basic facts in four categories: 
Purpose: Ask, 'Why do you want a garden?' 
A. As many reasons as people who'll use it. Cut flowers, cooking, property value, etc. 
B. Verbalizing the reason keeps you on track later in the process. 

 
Budget: Establish limits 
A. $1 - 20 per square foot . 
B. Time as important as money. 

1. A weekend's work (12-18 hrs.) to prep, shop for, and plant 200 square feet. 
2. How much patience do you have? What other deadlines? 
3. Time can save money and net a healthier garden -- but if there's no time... 
4. Can it be ready and pretty in time for the graduation party? 
 

Caretaker: Who'll tend it? What can they/will they do? 
A. What experience and ability does the caretaker have? 

1. Don't plan more than you can care for -- phase it in. 
2. Costs in dollars and time track closely. From most to least costly in $'s and time: 

perennials, annuals, shrubs/trees plus groundcover, and lawn. 
B. Details make a good garden great. Accessibility is an example: 

Know how far you can reach. Can the mower mow and the pruner, prune? 
 

Site assessment 
A. How would a plant rate this garden site? 

1. How much sun, what kind of soil, how much moisture is available? 
2. What other plants, animals, weather and man-made problems occur there? 
3. Don't fight nature by trying to change light, soil or even water. 

B. Where is the main viewer? About location & size, from a people perspective: 
1. Is the site close enough for daily enjoyment? 
2. Best bed is 10-20% of a scene -- 20 feet away, needs a 10 foot dimension. 
 

II.  Make a plant / feature list: Work backward through basic facts. 
A. Choose plants/features that match the site. 

1. For plants, don't browse the pictures: Scan for site information. 
 • Amount of sun, type of soil, moisture required, suitability for existing 

competition (plants) or exposure (to wind, heat, salt, grazers etc.). 
 • Some plants will tolerate other locations, but don't settle for a tolerable garden. 
 • Non-plant features can be design elements: Let your imagination rule. 

B. Of a site-suited item, ask 'Can the caretaker manage it?' Drop it if "No". 
C. If an item passed the first two tests, keep it only if it's affordable. 
D. Then determine if it will fulfill a reason for the garden: Butterflies? Scent?  
E. Make a final cut. 

1. Aim for variety of heights, shapes, textures, foliage color. 
2. Make flowers secondary when choosing.  
3. Ten is enough. 
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III.  Pick a focal point within the garden site 
A. Look at the site from where you most often stand or sit to look at the garden. 

1. Design for the main viewer location. The garden should face him/her/them. 
2. You will adjust for secondary viewers. 

B. Decide where you want to draw attention. 
1. Natural focal points exist, or one can be developed as you design. 
2. Don't let your head be turned by the eyesores and empty spaces. 

C. Placement of the focal point establishes a balance -- formal or informal. 
1. Centered focal point sets a formal tone. 
2. Off center, will foster asymmetrical balance and informality. 

D. Garden may have more than one focal point, but place and design one at a time. 
 
 
 
IV. Make a scale drawing (Optional? Optional!) 
A. The key is making it understandable to the person who'll do the planting. 
B. Take a deep breath, find a square and plot everything from there. 
 
 

 
V. Place a focal point plant / feature 
A. A long-interest item. 

1. Doesn't have to be brightest or tallest, just one you can like all year. 
2. Don't pick a plant for flower color but by overall look. 

B. How many plants to make a point? 
1. Depends on plant size and distance from viewer -- 10% of the garden. 
2. "Hurrying plants" for immediate fill is pricey, with hidden costs. 

 
 
 
VI.  Frame the focal point 
A. Go for contrast -- a good frame makes the focal point stand out. 

1. Plants of a different aspect are grouped around, behind or next to the focal point. 
2. A frame's height, texture, shape or foliage color sets off the focal point. 
3. Frame may be non-plant features or space, too. 
4. Always more of frame than of focal point. Further from viewer, bigger frame. 

 
B. The pattern in the frame influences the tone for the whole garden. Lines, rhythm. 

1. Same plant / feature all the way around, or, 
2. ...frame may be made of two or more different elements. 
3. Be aware of the lines you draw as you frame the focal point: 
 a) Frame may form a regular or irregular shape: Formal vs. informal look. 
 b) Shape of the frame can set or change the tone (balance) of the garden. 
 c) Lines lead the eye, direct the gaze. 
4. May be multiple frames around one focal point. Room for ephemerals. 
 Stop when the viewer's single-look area is filled. 
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VII. Add secondary focal points and frames 
A. Like peaks in a mountain range, each gets separate contemplation. 
B. Go back to the encyclopedias if you need more plants to work with. 

1. Be ever more selective in searching for plants. 
2. You can describe the height, shape, texture, even bloom season of a plant destined 

for a secondary focal point or frame. 
C. Secondary focal points. 

1. Focal points 2 and 3 often frame the first. 
2. Arrangement of secondary focal points sets a pattern, creates a rhythm that should 

agree with your focal point-frame pattern. 
D. Tie the garden to the site by using plant characteristics or placement to echo  
 features elsewhere in the scene. 
 
 
VIII. Outline the garden 
A. Keep combining until it seems done. 
B. Draw an easy outline. 

1. Don't let bare space drive the design process. Let it be restful or ignore it. 
2. If you can walk the line, you can mow it. 

C. Don't be constrained by conventions. "Un-plantable spots" shouldn't confine your 
garden. 

1. Pavement can be ignored, the garden continued on far side. 
2. Garden can continue in containers - perennials can be grown there. 
3. Rock-hard soil can be made good with time and the right handling. 
 
 
 

IX. Adjust before planting 
A. Check bloom season, accessibility, balance, and view from other angles. 

• No rules on bloom -- maybe 4-season color in each focal point, maybe each focal 
point group "comes on" in its own season. 

 
B. Change it while it's easy: 

• Nudge plants aside for maintenance paths, smooth out awkward curves, etc. 
 
C. Double checks for the design meant to downsize/simplify 
 The lowest maintenance comes from designs with: 
  Better "bones," including wider paths and built-in maintenance paths. 
  Fewer edges, checked from the start to be sure they're mow-able. 
  Seriously raised beds 
  Root barriers suited to the site as well as the plants being barred. 
  More shrubs, groundcover (bulbs)... masses of what suits the site. 
  Long-lived clumping species that thrive, not just survive on your site. 
  Plants that will mature at the size you desire, so they are low-prune. 
  Higher contrast in plant combos, so weeds can't hide. 
  Highest-maintenance areas closest to your eye and seat. 
  No-stake plants, or permanent stakes where floppy plants must be included 
  A watering system fitted to the site and the gardener 


